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Shifting roles and slow research: children’s roles in participatory co-design of
critical machine learning activities and technologies
Tolulope Famaye, Golnaz Arastoopour Irgens and Ibrahim Adisa

Education and Human Development, Clemson University, Clemson, United States

ABSTRACT
Including children’s voices in the design of learning activities and technologies has increasingly
become a subject of conversation among researchers and learning designers. Research suggests
children have lived experiences that position them as useful contributors in co-designing
curricula activities or technologies they will use. However, one significant challenge in
participatory co-design is engaging children in the co-design of curricula when they have not
yet learned the disciplinary content within the curricula. We present our two-year participatory
design-based research study in which we co-designed a Critical Machine Learning educational
programme with different groups of children at two after-school centres over two consecutive
years. In this paper, we characterize the roles children embodied in two cycles of participatory
co-design and how the program’s activities impacted these roles. Findings in this study suggest
that in two participatory design-based research cycles, children embodied different roles of
tester, informant, or designer of both AI learning activities and AI technologies. Based on this
design-based research study, we propose that a ‘slow research’ approach that emphasises trust-
building and a deep understanding of children’s perspectives can be instrumental in achieving
meaningful co-design outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Historically, the responsibility for designing curricula
has predominantly fallen on adults such as teachers,
researchers, curriculum specialists, and education pol-
icymakers. These different adult groups possess the con-
tent knowledge and pedagogical expertise required to
shape effective learning experiences. While the expertise
and input of adults in curriculum design are crucial,
there has been a growing recognition of the value of
involving a key stakeholder – the child learner (Clauhs
and Cremata 2020; Durl et al. 2022; Ottenbreit-Leftwich
et al. 2023; Vartiainen, Tedre, and Valtonen 2020).

When children’s voices are not included in the curri-
culum design, their interests and lived experiences may
not be reflected in the content and activities (Bron and
Veugelers 2014; Walker 2015). A curriculum designed
without active input from its primary beneficiaries, the
children, may miss opportunities to fully engage and
motivate learners (Leat and Reid 2012; Vartiainen,
Tedre, and Valtonen 2020). Such a curriculum may
feel irrelevant and disconnected from their lives, result-
ing in disinterest and a lack of enthusiasm for learning.
While researchers and adult designers may possess con-
tent knowledge and pedagogical expertise, they have a

limited understanding of children’s lived experiences,
needs, interests, and ways of thinking (Guha, Druin,
and Fails 2013).

On the other hand, children have a more profound
understanding of their lived experiences, but they may
lack the comprehensive content knowledge researchers
and educators possess. Recognising this complementary
relationship between adult experts and child learners,
meaningful and effective educational programme design
can potentially be achieved when children and adults
work together collaboratively. Consequently, there has
been a significant shift towards more student-centered
and participatory approaches in design studies invol-
ving children and adults to create more relevant, enga-
ging, and equitable learning experiences (Alves-Oliveira
et al. 2021; Brooman, Darwent, and Pimor 2015; Druin
2002; Garzotto 2008; Stålberg 2018). For example, Broo-
man, Darwent, and Pimor 2015, found that involving
students in the curriculum design process led to a
more engaged and student-centered approach to teach-
ing and learning. Clauhs and Cremata (2020) also found
that including students’ voices in the design of a music
education curriculum increased participation rates
among racialized student populations and impacted
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the demographic profile of the music class. In addition,
studies (Carey 2013; Gillett-Swan, Winter, and Radovic
2023; Jones and Bubb 2021) suggest that children want
to be heard and believe that they can offer value when
given the opportunity to contribute to the design of
their learning experiences. These studies reveal that
children have the capacity to come up with new ideas
and work collaboratively with others to create resources
and experiences that are both meaningful and engaging.

When children are engaged in the design of technol-
ogy and learning activities, research suggests that they
can take on different roles throughout the process.
Druin (2002) identified four roles that children can
play: user, tester, informant, and design partner. Iversen,
Smith, and Dindler (2017) added the role of the protago-
nist, giving the child more control over setting the goals
of the project, making decisions about the design, and
testing the final product. These studies suggest that the
roles that children can play in the design of technology
or learning activities give them varying degrees of agency
during the design process that can provide an opportu-
nity for children to have their voices heard and contrib-
ute their lived experiences to the design of technology or
learning activities that are relevant to them.

Engaging children in the design of their learning
environments is especially important for computer
science-related curricula as it can help children develop
a deeper understanding of abstract concepts and their
practical applications (Dietz et al. 2021). By engaging in
co-design activities with adults and peers, children can
apply theoretical knowledge to solve practical challenges,
reinforcing their understanding of how abstract compu-
ter science concepts can be translated into tangible sol-
utions. In addition, engaging children in the design of
their learning environments is especially important for
computer science-related curricula as it can help promote
equity and social justice in computer science classrooms
(Coenraad et al. 2019). Historically, computer science-
related fields have been perceived as exclusive and only
giving access to dominant populations. Involving chil-
dren in the design of computer science learning experi-
ences can create a space where children’s diverse
perspectives, interests, and cultural backgrounds are inte-
grated for a more inclusive curriculum.

Co-designing computer science-related curricula
takes on added significance as the prevalence of artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning technologies
continues to grow. As these technologies become
more widespread, the need to educate children about
responsible consumption and the future design of
these innovations becomes even more pronounced. AI
and machine learning technologies can be incredibly
beneficial, but they also can be harmful, particularly

for minoritized populations (O’Neil 2017). As users of
technologies and future designers, it is important for
children to understand the potential for bias and dis-
crimination in AI and machine learning technologies
and to learn how to design these technologies that can
be fairer and more equitable. In prior studies (Arastoo-
pour Irgens et al. 2022a; Arastoopour Irgens et al.
2022b), we designed activities with and for elemen-
tary-school-aged children to (1) learn how to design
and build machine learning applications for social
good, (2) develop and express their thoughts around
bias and discrimination in machine learning in ways
that affect them and communities they care about, and
(3) learning computational thinking practices. As
prior work suggests (Vartiainen, Tedre, and Valtonen
2020), there is a need to introduce students to the ethical
challenges surrounding AI applications and how to
navigate them. While some studies (Ottenbreit-Leftwich
et al. 2023) show that children are able to express exist-
ing knowledge around different ethical implications of
AI, focusing on both positive and negative aspects of
AI that could help or harm people, our findings go a
step further suggesting that children were able to (1)
pose and answer critical questions related to AI, such
as: Who develops technologies? For whom are technol-
ogies developed? And what decisions are made based on
the outputs of the algorithms? (2) Describe and discuss
how dominant populations create the majority of tech-
nologies and that marginalised populations may be
unjustly excluded or harmed when biased datasets are
used to train machine learning applications, and (3)
reimagine and build machine learning applications for
social good to support marginalised populations, such
as other children who are not being served by current
technologies.

As our prior work suggests, engaging children in the
co-design of their machine learning educational experi-
ences facilitates the learning of computer science con-
tent and strengthens the connections between
disciplinary content and children’s interests and values.
However, one significant challenge in participatory co-
design is how to engage children in the co-design of cur-
ricula when they have not yet learned the disciplinary
content within the curricula (Bonsignore et al. 2013).
In other words, a paradox must be addressed that people
cannot really be informed unless they participate, yet
they cannot really participate unless they are informed
(Eden 2002). One approach towards breaking this para-
dox is to recognise the different forms of expertise chil-
dren possess and how their varied experiences serve as
strengths during the co-design process. For example,
in one participatory co-design study, Yip and colleagues
(Yip et al. 2013) co-designed a science learning
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application with children. Their findings suggest that
children who have prior experience with designing tech-
nologies but limited domain knowledge, focused on the
social features of designing technologies and provided
more unconstrained ideas during the design process
compared to children with less experience designing
technologies. On the other hand, children in their
study who had more domain knowledge experience
were less likely to critique the technologies but provided
more pragmatic and practical ideas regarding the design
of the learning activities because they had some under-
standing of the science context. Thus, research has
suggested that acknowledging and leveraging children’s
varied experiences can be a powerful tool for co-design-
ing technologies with children. However, there is still a
lack of systematic and reflexive methods regarding
effective participatory co-design with children around
designing learning environments themselves, not just
technologies (Cumbo and Selwyn 2022). Moreover,
research has not characterised the intersecting roles
that children play in the co-design process as they are
learning disciplinary content knowledge, building new
technologies, and informing curricula.

Thus, this paper presents our two-year design-based
research study in which we co-designed a Critical
Machine Learning educational programme with two
different groups of children at an after-school centre.
Our goal was to characterise the roles that children
embodied in two cycles of participatory co-design and
how the activities of the programme impacted these
roles. The research question in this study is: What
roles do children embody in participatory co-design cycles
of an emerging machine learning educational program?

2. Theory and background

This section provides an overview of the theories and
research approaches that guide our research. We start by
exploring theories which draw on the foundational theory
of constructionism. We look at how constructionism and
its related subsets are implemented in research, especially
in practical studies with children which focus on learners’
cultural backgrounds, societal contexts, and active partici-
pation.We emphasise the value of participatory, inclusive,
and cooperative methods in these situations. We also
highlight how these approaches are used to teach comput-
ing concepts to children, demonstrating the connection
between theory and practice in education.

2.1. Critical situated constructionism

Our theoretical approach to learning is grounded in
constructionism (Papert 1980), which emphasises the

importance of externalising the learning of concepts
through the creation of artifacts. By creating ‘objects-
to-think-with’, learners actively (re)construct their
understanding of a domain (Kafai and Resnick 1996;
Papert and Harel 1991). In most cases, the object that
is being constructed is computational in nature (Holbert
and Wilensky 2019; Wilensky and Reisman 2006) and
can be manipulated in multiple ways to represent con-
ceptual ideas (Papert 1980). Additionally, when learners
have access to multiple representations of concepts, they
can make decisions about how to connect among these
representations and pieces of their knowledge. The
more connections learners make between objects, the
richer their understanding of the underlying concepts
related to that object, and ultimately, the higher the
quality of the relationship with the object and concepts
(Wilensky 1991).

Recent research has begun to explore situated con-
structionism, which incorporates the sociocultural
aspects of the learning environment and the situativity
of learning. This approach includes the role of the edu-
cators, the embedded histories and cultures within the
learner-created artifacts, and the ways in which knowl-
edge is distributed across people and technologies
within a learning environment (Desportes et al. 2022).
For example, Searle and Kafai (2015) developed learning
opportunities for Native American children to create e-
textiles, fabrics that embed electronic components, such
as lights and microcontrollers, that reflect their cultures
and values. Their studies investigate how indigenous
youth engage in computer science and computational
thinking practices by creating artifacts linked to their
intersection of ethnic/gender identities and cultural his-
tories, which extends traditional ideas around the indi-
vidualistic nature of constructionism.

Recent work has also begun to explore ideas around
critical constructionism, which focuses specifically on
how learners lived experiences and values are related
to issues within larger systemic structures. Critical con-
structionism principles encourage learners to question
oppressive systemic structures that are personal and to
reimagine more equitable futures by creating personally
meaningful artifacts (Kafai, Proctor, and Lui 2019). For
example, Holbert, Dando, and Correa (2020) invited
adolescent Black girls to attend a series of Afrofuturism
Design Workshops that would ‘connect them with
designers, artists, and educators to conceive, design,
prototype, fabricate, and present their own “Wakandan
Inspired” Afrofuturism artifact’ (333). Through the cre-
ation of artistic objects, participants examined and cri-
tiqued their personal experiences as Black women, as
well as the systems of oppression and destruction that
affect their lives. Such critical constructionist
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approaches decentre colonial ways of knowing and
being to work towards more inclusive knowledge pro-
duction that includes questioning and rebuilding
oppressive systems through the construction of artifacts
and technologies.

2.2. Participatory design-based research

Design-based research (DBR) is a series of approaches
for producing new theories, artifacts, and practices
that impact learning and teaching. In DBR studies,
researchers systematically build and test new designs
in natural learning settings and adjust various aspects
of the designed context through cycles of experimen-
tation (Brown 1992). The goals are typically two-fold:
(1) to ground learning experimentation within existing
theories, but at the same time, (2) to generate new the-
ories of learning and teaching to explain phenomena
and produce change in the world (Barab et al. 2004;
Cobb et al. 2003). Although this work can be ‘demand-
ing in that it involves “building the plane while flying it”’
(diSessa and Cobb 2004, 98), the benefits of DBR are
that learning theories are developed in the appropriate
contexts in which they will be used and through rigor-
ous cycles of experimentation (Hoadley 2002).

Since its instantiation in the 1990s, DBR has been the
foundation of countless studies that have improved edu-
cational theory and practice. However, traditional DBR
has rarely addressed societal inequities regarding race,
gender, class, and other forms of problematic power
dynamics, which are inseparable from research and edu-
cational institutions in the United States (Bang and Vos-
soughi 2016; Vakil et al. 2016). Often, design decisions
are treated as objective truth without consideration of
the privileged positions of the researchers and the lack
of involvement of all diverse stakeholders in the
research, such as teachers, families, or children (Bang
and Vossoughi 2016). In response, scholars have
extended DBR into new areas regarding equity and par-
ticipatory research lenses. Participatory Design Research
(PDR) reimagines DBR as advancing learning theories
in naturalistic settings through explicit attention to
what forms of knowledge are generated, how, why,
where, and by whom (Bang and Vossoughi 2016; Philip,
Bang, and Jackson 2018). The goals are to generate new
theories of learning with a focus on sustainable social
change. These additions challenge existing power
dynamics and roles among the ‘researcher’ and ‘the
researched’ and reimagine partnering relationships in
design research. Knowledge stemming from all stake-
holders and participants is valued, and expertise is dis-
tributed during the design and research activities. For
example, Arastoopour Irgens et al. (2022a) conducted

a PDR study in an after-school community centre.
They partnered with elementary-school-aged children
to co-design learning activities in which children
could critique inequities in existing technologies and
then design and build machine learning applications
for social good. Prioritising building relationships with
children and staff, researchers spent several weeks
volunteering at the centre without engaging in data col-
lection or promoting their own research agendas.
Rather, the researchers helped children with their
homework and brought robots and games to play with
the children.

The findings in the study described the co-design
process of the learning activities, including the failures
and tensions that emerged. In PDR studies such as
this one, the co-construction of knowledge and artifacts
may result in uncertain goals and tensions between col-
laborators, but through commitment and transparency,
such tensions can be acknowledged and potentially
worked through (Plummer et al. 2019). Moreover,
such tensions in relational research become an integral
piece of the scientific journey and, in turn, should be
analyzed and publicised to further educational research
(Arastoopour Irgens et al. 2022b).

2.3. Participatory design research with children
in computing education

Research suggests that co-designing with children offers
valuable benefits that empower children to have agency
in their learning and foster a sense that they are heard
and can influence and participate in their own edu-
cation (Jones and Bubb 2021). For example, a participa-
tory case study by Hussain (2010) conducted with
children shows that through simple participatory tech-
niques, children can give designers insight into their
needs and desires. When co-designing a curriculum
with children, their lived experiences and real-world
contexts are considered, ensuring that the curriculum
becomes more relevant, meaningful, and engaging for
them. As Guha, Druin, and Fails (2013) aptly put it,
‘Despite the fact that we were all 7-year olds once, no
adult member of our team is a 7-year-old today…
Today’s children are experts at what it means to be a
child today’ (17).

In the field of computing education, research has
explored children’s involvement as co-designers of AI
and machine learning technologies. Studies have
explored how children’s input and insights can influ-
ence the design, functionality, and user experience of
AI-powered applications or interactive systems (Bon-
signore et al. 2013; Druin 1997; Druin et al. 2003; Nissi-
nen et al. 2012). These studies have emphasised the need
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to give children more voice in the design of technologies
meant for them. These studies have been essential for
creating more inclusive and user-friendly AI technol-
ogies that cater to a wider range of audiences of chil-
dren, including children with disabilities (Morrison
et al. 2021) or those from marginalised groups (Budde-
meyer et al. 2022; Hussain 2010). The results of these
studies suggest that children have the capacity to be
valuable contributors to the design process of interactive
technologies, digital learning environments, and aug-
mented reality experiences. Children are able to produce
new ideas that are relevant to their own experiences and
interests, and they are also able to provide feedback that
can help to improve the usability and engagement of
these technologies.

2.4. The roles of children in participatory design
research

Aside from contributing broadly as co-designers of
technologies, research has explored the specific roles
that children take up when they engage in co-design.
In the field of Computer Child Interaction, studies
mostly focus on the roles that children embody when
co-designing technologies for other children, each role
representing different levels of engagement (Ahn et al.
2014; Hussain 2010; Kankaanranta et al. 2021; Pires
et al. 2022; Speer et al. 2021; Theodoropoulos 2022).
Evidence from various studies suggests that children
can take up roles based on the depth of engagement
or social interaction with peers or other adults during
the co-design process, such as designers, evaluators,
process designers, protagonists, and researchers (Clark
2010; Druin 2005; Frauenberger, Good, and Keay-
Bright 2011; Jones and Bubb 2021; Theodoropoulos
2022). Druin (2002) characterised children as users, tes-
ters, informants, and co-designers. Children, as testers,
interact with technology prototypes while adults
observe their interactions and directly gather feedback
about their experiences with the technology. Children
as informants actively participate in dialogue during
discussions, activities, and interviews that are specifi-
cally designed to gather design feedback and construct
dialogue together. Finally, children as design partners
allow children to elaborate on design ideas and explore
usability improvements. Druin also articulated under-
lying dimensions in each of these roles related to the
children’s relationship with adults, relationship to the
technology, and goals for inquiry.

More recent scholarship has expanded this conti-
nuum to include dimensions such as locations of par-
ticipants, relationships to physical spaces, and scale of
content or information available. For example, in one

recent case study (Fails et al. 2022) involving the Kid-
sTeam project in which children design technologies
for other children, the roles of the child designers sig-
nificantly changed when design teams primarily inter-
acted in virtual spaces. One change was the shift in
child–adult power dynamics. The researchers noted
that children embodied the roles of co-designers more
often and that they exhibited more autonomy in
decisions around collaborations with their teammates,
likely because they were situated in the familiar space
of their own homes, rather than an external university
lab setting.

These studies (Ahn et al. 2014; Hussain 2010; Theo-
doropoulos 2022) have shown that children can play
various roles in the design process, from minimal inter-
action to complex, creative input. These roles include
designers, evaluators, process designers, protagonists,
and researchers. Druin’s (2002) seminal work further
classified these roles into users, testers, informants,
and co-designers, based on the tasks, relationships,
and goals of children in the design process demonstrat-
ing the diverse capacities and contributions of children,
who are increasingly seen as active and creative partners
rather than passive users of technologies. While
research suggests that children can offer valuable
insights, making technology more inclusive and user-
friendly, engaging children in the co-design process,
particularly in specialised fields like AI and machine
learning, introduces various challenges and complex-
ities. A primary concern is the limited expertise of chil-
dren in these advanced technological areas (Druga et al.
2017). Their lack of in-depth knowledge of AI and
machine learning can potentially limit the quality and
applicability of their contributions to the design process.
Guha, Druin, and Fails (2013) notes that while children
may not be technology experts, they have their own
unique perspectives, experiences, and interests that
can inspire new and innovative ideas for the design pro-
cess. Another challenge is the power imbalance and
dependency between children and adults, especially in
fields where children are not subject matter experts
(Walsh and Foss 2015). Adults need to provide technical
support and guidance, while also creating a participa-
tory and empowering environment for children to
share their ideas. Ethical concerns, such as ensuring
the safety, privacy, and consent of child participants,
are also paramount in any research involving minors
(Clark 2010). Theodoropoulos (2022) notes that balan-
cing the power dynamics between children and adults is
essential in co-design activities, as adults must facilitate
and value children’s input while also making it viable
and realistic. This balance is crucial for integrating chil-
dren’s perspectives in the design of sophisticated
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technologies like AI and machine learning, where their
input can make technology more inclusive and user-
friendly.

Thus far, we have presented an educational frame-
work that combines critical and situated constructionist
learning theory with participatory design research. This
framework highlights the agency of learners, especially
children, as co-designers of technology and learning
content, while also considering wider social and ethical
challenges in education and technology design.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research design

In this participatory design-based research study, we
explore how the roles of child participants evolved
over time in the co-design of a Critical Machine Learn-
ing programme through two-year cycles of design and
implementation. We present the experiences of the
child participants as they engaged in the activities of
the programme and provided feedback. We sought to
understand how the roles child participants embodied
changed over the two design cycles and how the activi-
ties they chose to provide feedback on impacted the
roles they embodied. This section outlines the key com-
ponents of our PDR methodology, including research
context, participants, data collection, data analysis,
and the iterative design process.

3.2. Context of the study

For this study, we partnered with two non-profit com-
munity centres (Center A and Center B) located in the
southern part of the U.S. These community centres
are focused on fostering community empowerment,
promoting the well-being of individuals across all age
groups, and encouraging community engagement
through different social activities and amenities they
provide. The community centres offer an after-school
programme that runs from 2:15 to 6:00pm for children.
To keep children engaged during this afterschool
period, they provide different indoor and outdoor
activities such as homework time, basketball, swim-
ming, cooking, dance, and art. Centers A and B were
equipped with a computer lab and a smart TV. The chil-
dren had their chromebooks provided by their respect-
ive schools, which they used to complete school
assignments or play games. The staff at centres A and
B predominantly consisted of adults with over ten
years working at the centre, with the staff-to-children
ratio averaging 1:10. Furthermore, each centre is

supported by a middle school counsellor who is avail-
able to offer additional assistance.

In spring 2020, we partnered with the first commu-
nity centre (Center A) to co-design a programme for
youth, and the participants for the study consisted of
three researchers, six child participants, and two centre
staff. This first iteration spanned approximately eight
weeks from 01/24/20–03/16/20. This period included
preliminary meetings with the directors of the centre
to final interviews with child and adult participants.
The following year, in the spring of 2021, we partnered
with one more community centre (Center B) while
maintaining our relationship with the previous centre
(Center A). Our second iteration in spring 2021 took
place in the two centres: Center A (where we had an
existing relationship) and a new centre, Center B. For
the second iteration, engagement with Center A lasted
approximately five weeks, and engagement with Center
B lasted approximately seven weeks from our prelimi-
nary meetings with the centre director and post-inter-
view with child participants (see table). Our existing
relationship with Center A made the engagement period
two weeks shorter than Center B. This was because our
research team had an established relationship with the
Center A staff and children from the previous year,
making us familiar faces to them.

3.3. Study participants

The research team consisted of an intergenerational co-
design group of adult and child participants. Child par-
ticipants were between ages 8 and 12 between 4th and
8th grade and were recruited through an open invitation
issued by the youth centre. The youth centres had a
fairly diverse member population in terms of socioeco-
nomic status, gender, ethnicity, and child participants.
Some of the children come from single-parent house-
holds, and some were on financial assistance. Some of
the youth had prior experience with coding, but none
of them had experience with machine learning or algor-
ithms or had prior knowledge about social and ethical
issues of machine learning. Adult participants consisted
of researchers and youth centre staff. The youth centre
staff comprised of administrative staff who have work
experience with the youth centre for over ten years
and had no experience with coding, machine learning,
or algorithms. The researchers, led by the principal
investigator, a university professor, and doctoral stu-
dents, were members of a Lab at a university in the
Southern part of the United States. See Table for demo-
graphic information on child participants (Table 1).

Since this was a PDR study, adults and children
played various roles depending on the specific task
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or activity that the group engaged in. As experts with
content knowledge and pedagogical expertise,
researchers sometimes led discussions with children;
at other times, the researchers took on supportive
roles, allowing children to lead, and in certain
instances, they collaborated with children to design
activities. The centre staff majorly took on supportive
roles to help children during activities or researchers
when a request was made.

At different points of the programme, children,
researchers or staff took on different roles at different
points of the programme. For example, when designing
their machine learning technology, children worked on
individual projects but had the flexibility of engaging
with peers and researchers to elaborate on their designs.
This open forum afforded children flexibility where they
openly brainstormed ideas with each other or with any
of the researchers. For instance, Lily walked up to a
researcher and stated, ‘I have an amazing idea! Probably
some people will be able to do it if they try out my inven-
tion’. She proceeded to explain her concept of develop-
ing and training a model that can recognise and
distinguish between various gymnastic poses. In
another example, Hannah worked with a researcher to
develop her idea of a model that differentiates a banana
from an apple:

Hannah: I want to do something that can tell the
difference between a banana and an
apple

Researcher: Great! (Speaks to the youth support staff)
Can we get a banana and apple here?
(Todd joins in the conversation.)

Todd: You can search it [photos of bananas and
apples] up on the internet.

Researcher: That’s true! Good thinking Todd

In this scenario, the researcher supported the child by
helping them find fruits for testing their idea.
Additionally, another child provided input to further
develop the first child’s idea by proposing that they
search the internet for fruits in case the specific fruit
needed was unavailable. The example shows some of
the ways the researchers acted as design partners as
they helped children develop their own machine-learn-
ing applications. In these examples, the researcher

provided support to the children by listening to their
ideas, asking questions, and providing feedback. This
helped the children to identify problems that can be
solved with machine learning, provided children with
tools that they can use to build their applications, pro-
vided feedback on children’s work and helped them to
improve their applications and celebrated children’s
successes and encouraged them to continue learning
about machine learning.

3.4. Programme design

In spring 2021, we began the study by engaging with the
centre’s stakeholders. For the first week, we visited Cen-
ter A to observe the daily activities of the children and
staff in their natural environment. During these ‘getting
to know you’ sessions, we focused on establishing rap-
port with the staff and children, learning about their
interests, and gaining insights into the culture within
the space. During our observations, we noticed that
the youth often formed small groups, engaging in activi-
ties such as playing video games on computers or
phones, completing paper-and-pencil homework, or
utilising their school-assigned Chromebook computers.
We assisted the youth with their homework and any
school-related tasks they had. We also offered our assist-
ance to the staff in conducting their regular activities as
needed. Through our interactions and observations, we
discovered that some of the youth expressed boredom,
while both the staff and youth were overwhelmed by
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our initial
visit and interaction with the staff and children at the
centre enabled us to realise there was a need for pre-
engagement activities that would pique the children’s
interest. This realisation prompted us to introduce a
range of computational and robotic play and learning
objects (Strawbees, Sphero robot balls, and Specdrums)
for the children to explore and tinker with. While this
was not initially planned, we decided to incorporate
these activities after our first two days, observing that
the children appeared to be idle or spent more time
chatting and playing video games. The children freely
interacted with the tools without being restricted to a
specific structure of exploration. They could choose

Table 1. Study participants overview.
Iteration Center Period of engagement Child participants Centre staff Researchers

Cycle 1
Spring 2020

Center A 01/24/20–03/16/20 6 2 3

Cycle 2
Spring 2021

Center A 4/28/21–5/26/21 28 2 4

Cycle 2
Spring 2021

Center B 03/22/21–5/5/20 16 2 2
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what tool they wanted to explore and with whom they
wanted to explore. Some children chose to work in
groups, collaborating with each other, while others pre-
ferred to work independently.

This exploration soon became an icebreaker that pro-
vided us with a valuable opportunity to build a stronger
rapport with the children and connect with them on a
deeper level. This connection fostered a more positive
and interactive environment for the children, staff,
and ourselves, promoting a sense of trust, curiosity,
and enthusiasm within the programme. Additionally,
introducing these play activities to the children pro-
vided enriching opportunities for computational
exploration, hands-on learning, and creative problem-
solving and also served as a smooth transition into the
activities of the programme.

We designed the activities by adopting specific activi-
ties from MIT’s ‘How to Train Your Robot and AI Ethics

Education Curriculum’ (Williams and Breazeal 2020)
that were simple enough for the age category of children
in our study and addressed the critical part of Machine
Learning that was relevant to our study. Table 2 shows
the activities implemented with Center A in Spring
2020. Each activity session lasted approximately sixty
minutes and before the next engagement with the centre,
the researchers met to discuss observations and possible
improvements to the previous activity and next activity.

The following year in the spring of 2021, we carried
out a second iteration at two centres; Center A (the pre-
vious centre) and a new centre Center B. The activities
of the programme were revised following the feedback
from children and staff in the previous year of the spring
2020 session (Table 3). First, we added additional phys-
ical computing activities with Teachable Machine
because children enjoyed tinkering with robots. Second,
we provided more cohesive progression through the

Table 2. First iterative Program Design in Spring 2020 implemented with Center A.

Activity type Description
Learning goals:

Children should be able to:

Embodied
Algorithm

This 20-minute activity encouraged group participation and critical
thinking about algorithms in various contexts. Children are
divided into small groups and given the choice of three activities.
Discussion questions revolve around understanding what an
algorithm is and recognising potential challenges in creating and
sharing algorithms.

. Explain that an algorithm is like a recipe, providing step-by-step
instructions.

. Give examples of why it’s important to use clear and specific
instructions in algorithms.

. Discuss the idea that different people might have different ways
of doing things, and that’s okay.

Input Output
Algorithm

In this activity, children use construction paper, markers, and large
post-its to create illustrations that represents input, algorithms as
the set of instructions for creating an output. The purpose of this
activity is to help children understand that algorithms are like
recipes, with inputs, procedures, and outputs. The key questions
are designed to help children think about the different parts of an
algorithm and the purposes of these parts.

. Identify and describe the key components of an algorithm,
including inputs (ingredients), procedures (instructions to
change input), and outputs (results).

. Use examples such as basketball shot, dancing or making a PB&J
sandwich, to identify the different components of algorithms
that can be found in these examples

Google Image
Search

Children engaged in a hands-on exploration of Google Image
Search, encouraging them to think critically about how algorithms
work, the subjectivity of search results, and the impact of device-
specific variations in search outcomes. It sets the stage for further
discussions on algorithms in digital technologies.

. Identify and describe components of algorithms in a Google
Image Search (inputs, procedures, and outputs.)

. Express their opinions on whether the search results align with
their expectations.

. Explain any differences in search results

Teachable
Machine
Activity

In this activity children learned the importance of training and test
data in AI and recognising the significance of quality training data
and they got to their own machine learning models and tested
them on their peers.

. Demonstrate that training data is used to teach algorithms how
to perform specific tasks and adapt to desired behaviour.

. Demonstrate the ability to create machine learning models
using provided tools or materials.

. Explain the process of testing their machine learning models on
their peers or classmates.

Video Discussion For this activity, children watched two videos about AI/machine
learning and algorithmic bias afterwards discuss the potential for
bias in AI/machine learning systems and the importance of taking
steps to mitigate it.

. Identify instances of potential bias in AI and machine learning
systems.

. Explain how algorithmic bias can lead to unfair or inaccurate
results in AI systems.

. Recognise the real-world impact of biased AI on individuals and
communities.

. Discuss why it’s important to take steps to mitigate bias in AI
and machine learning.

. Express empathy and concern for the potential harm caused by
biased AI.

Redesign of an
existing app

Children chose a technology (YouTube, Google, SnapChat, TikTok,
Twitter, Facebook, Facial Recognition software) and redesign the
technology to be more fair and equitable. The activity was
designed to enable children to think critically about the ethical
implications of technology design.

. Identify and explain ethical concerns or biases present in the
chosen technology.

. Propose specific design changes that aim to make the
technology more fair and equitable.
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activities to better prepare children for the next tasks.
Third, we provided opportunities for children to tinker
with existing machine learning applications through
structured activities before allowing them to create
their own machine learning applications in order to bet-
ter prepare them for creating their own applications.

During our initial four visits to the centres, our pri-
mary focus was on building rapport with the stake-
holders and making them feel at ease with us as
researchers. We engaged in conversations with the chil-
dren, assisted them with their homework, interacted
with centre staff, and introduced computational and
robotic tools for the children to explore. Each activity
session (60-minutes) consisted of a review of the pre-
vious day’s lesson, individual or group activity, and
show and tell, which led to group discussions. In order
to give children a measure of agency we allowed them

to decide if they wanted to work in groups or pairs for
each activity. The research team met weekly to review
the discussions and activities that took place during the
previous session and plan the following week’s session.
We jointly reviewed the transcript and videotape of
each session to study the children’s thinking. Thus, our
process was emergent; our evolving view of the children’s
experiences was the basis for redesigning the subsequent
activities. Engagement with each youth centre was for
seven weeks and consisted of 21 sessions 2–3 times
weekly interactions, each lasting approximately 2 h.

3.5. Data collection

We present data collected primarily through reflective
interviews and triangulate with observational field
notes and recorded videos. We repeatedly watched the

Table 3. Second iterative Program Design in Spring 2021 implemented with Center A and Center B.

Activity type Description
Learning goals

Children should be able to

Pizza Algorithm Children are asked to write an algorithm to make the ‘best’ pizza. This
activity allows them to explore what it means to be the ‘best’ and see
how their opinions are reflected in their algorithms.

. Define algorithms and provide examples

. Write a recipe for making a pizza to enable
understanding of the components of an algorithm

. Reflect on how to optimise their pizza algorithm in
order to make sure it is detailed.

Helpful and Harmful
Technology

Children create a list of technology that they use in their daily lives and
discuss with each other whether or not it is helpful or harmful
technology and why.

. Share personal beliefs about technology, algorithms,
and AI

. Identify harmful and helpful examples of technology.
Google Search Children search different topics using Google search engine and discuss

representation and bias issues related to these searches.
. Define machine learning
. Provide examples of machine learning algorithms in

the real world.
. Discuss ethical dilemmas surrounding technology and

algorithms in the real world.
. Share personal beliefs about technology, algorithms,

and AI.
Google’s ‘Quick,
Draw!’

By exploring Google’s ‘Quick, Draw!’ children understand that is a form of
AI that learns from the drawings that people create when they are
playing with this tool.

. Provide examples of machine learning algorithms in
the real world.

. Discuss ethical dilemmas surrounding technology and
algorithms in the real world.

. Share personal beliefs about technology, algorithms,
and AI

Cat and Dog
Teachable Machine

Using Google’s teachable machine children build a cat-dog classifier but
are unknowingly given a biased dataset. When the classifier works
better on cats than dogs, the children have the opportunity to retrain
their classifiers with their own new datasets.

. Use data sets of pictures to train image classifiers.

. Identify potential biases in training datasets.

. Minimise potential biases by altering training datasets.

. Explain how the composition of training data affects
the outcome of a supervised machine learning system.

Build Your Own
Teachable Machine

Children create their own machine that recognises images, poses, or
sounds using Google’s Teachable Machine. They train their machines
using items or images that they choose and also test their peers’
machines for functionality and bias.

. Find and use data sets of pictures to train image
classifiers.

. Identify potential biases in training datasets.

. Minimise potential biases by altering training datasets.
Coded Bias Children watch the ‘coded bias’ trailer video and engage in a discussion

on how bias can exist in Machine Learning applications that are used in
everyday life. Through this activity, children are encouraged to
consider how they can make their robots helpful to everyone,
regardless of their background or identity.

. Discuss ethical dilemmas surrounding technology and
algorithms in the real world.

. Discuss algorithmic bias issues and solutions that are of
interest and of importance to them and their
communities.

Robot story Children use poster paper and markers to draw and write a story about a
robot that can help people. Children are encouraged to create
fantastical stories.

. Design a superhero robot for social good

Building a Superhero
Robot

With adult facilitation, children use machine learning block-based
programming to train a robot prototype built based on their story.
Adult facilitators encourage children to train a classifier, programme a
robot prototype to respond to the classification algorithm, investigate
bias in their training data.

. Train simple machines and robots to classify images.

. Find and use training data to train a classifier and
mitigate bias in their training datasets

. Programme a robot using a combination of classifiers
and block-based programming.

. Design and build robots that could solve real-world
problems for social good.
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video recordings and selected data only those sections of
the video that provided rich information and context
about children and adult interactions during the pro-
gramme. Reflective interviews were conducted with
child participants to gain a deeper understanding of
children’s perspectives, motivations, and cognitive pro-
cesses towards the programme (Roulston 2010). These
interviews provided valuable qualitative data that helped
the researchers to understand the programme from the
perspectives of the participants. Non-digital artifacts,
such as paper illustrations, were collected during the
reflective interviews to document the child participants’
creations and contributions during the programme.
Digital artifacts such as machine learning models were
originally created and collected during the activity ses-
sions but were presented to children during the inter-
view in order to understand/provide opportunities for
students to provide more information on the motivation
of their design choices. The triangulation of these data
sources helped to provide a richer and more nuanced
understanding of the child participants’ experiences
with the Critical Machine Learning Education pro-
gramme. Video recordings were used to document the
child participants’ experiences and interactions amongst
themselves and with adult participants during the pro-
gramme. These recordings provided a visual represen-
tation of the child participants’ work and helped the
researchers to understand the role of the adult partici-
pants in supporting the child participants’ engagement.
The information collected from these data sources was
used to inform the analysis of the interviews and to
develop the findings of the case study. The researchers
conducted interviews with six children in the spring of
2020 and twelve children in spring of 2021. Some of
the interview questions focused on the future design
of the programme such as If we worked together on
designing a new program for you and your friends, how
would you help us with the design? Do you want to
draw some of your ideas of the different activities or
what the space would look like? Other questions focused
on enabling them to reflect and review the activities,
such as; How would you change the Google Teachable
Machine activity to make it more fun or interesting?
How would you change the App redesign activity to
make it more fun or interesting? How would you change
other activities? The interviews lasted approximately 12–
15 min with each child participant. All interviews were
audio recorded and transcribed for analysis.

3.6. Data analysis

We utilise Quantitative Ethnography (Shaffer 2017), an
emerging methodology to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the phenomena under investigation.
This approach combines quantitative statistical analysis
techniques with ethnographic approaches, allowing us
to uncover patterns, trends, and contextual insights
within the data (Shaffer 2017). The statistical analyses
allow for discovering unexpected patterns in datasets
and measuring the strength of relationships among vari-
ables (Shaffer 2017).

The ethnographic analyses allow for interpreting
meanings behind what the participants are doing, say-
ing, and illustrating in order to tell their stories (O’Reilly
2012). From an ethnographic perspective, data that is
collected from the children can be referred to as
small-d discourse – ways of acting and interacting in
the world that we observe from individuals (Gee
2014). Using Quantitative Ethnography, discourse can
be computationally analyzed to understand broader pat-
terns of interactions that can be attributed to group cul-
ture. These patterns of discourse are known as big-D
Discourse and are ways of ‘talking, listening, writing,
reading, acting, interacting, believing, valuing and feel-
ing (and using various objects, symbols, images, tools,
and technologies)’ that are unique to a particular
group of people who share common ways of being
and thinking in the world. In this study, we collected
the child participants’ discourse data (small-d) from
reflective interview data and their non-digital artifacts.
Non-digital artifacts presented in this study are illus-
trations made by the child participant during the inter-
view session.

The initial step of the analysis involved the lead
researcher and a second researcher independently
immersing themselves in the data by reviewing field
notes, interview videos, and interview artifacts (Char-
maz 2004). Field notes and artifacts were transcribed
and included in the data analysis and emerging themes
were applied as children’s interviews were analyzed to
reconstruct and better understand the events and inter-
actions that occurred during the design process. The
researchers met to discuss initial broad patterns in the
data related to children’s roles in co-design and reached
an agreement on open coding (Saldana 2021). After sev-
eral joint review sessions of identifiable codes in the
data, we identified two categories: (1) codes related to
children’s roles and (2) codes related to the context.
Children’s roles referred to if the child was providing
feedback from a specific function perspective such as
testing or designing an activity or technology. We ident-
ified three roles children embodied in the data (tester,
informant, designer). The second category, context
refers to the context in which the child was immersed
in the role (AI technologies and AI learning activities).
We refer to the context of AI technologies as activities
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that enabled children to explore AI technologies to
design their own AI technologies. These activities
involved creating algorithms, training, and testing AI
machines, and designing programmes to control robots
and were conducted using robots and AI applications
(Table 4). In the context of AI learning activities, we
refer to both plugged and unplugged activities in
which children do not directly engage in the creation
of AI but instead utilise tools to interact playfully with
pre-designed technologies or participate in meaningful
discussions about AI and bias (Table 4).

As we delved further into the data, we discovered that
children took on distinct roles depending on the situ-
ations they were in. For instance, a child might act as
a tester when giving feedback on a learning activity
and as a tester when designing their machine learning
applications. This insight led us to recognise the impor-
tance of specifying the context alongside the identified
roles to comprehensively describe our findings. In
other words, by pairing the codes, we derived six final
codes; AI technologies tester, AI technologies informant,
AI technologies designer, AI learning activities tester, AI
learning activities informant, and AI learning activities
designer. Table 4 provides details of the roles and
contexts.

After quantifying the coded data, we used the Episte-
mic Network Analysis (ENA) 2.0 webtool (Marquart
et al. 2018) to measure and visualise the relationships
among the roles the children embodied in each cycle

of participatory design and the context in which they
embodied these roles. ENA measures the connections
between discourse elements, or codes, by quantifying
the co-occurrence of those elements within a defined
stanza (Shaffer 2017; 2018). Stanzas are collections of
utterances that are topically related. Once the size of a
stanza is identified, for any two codes, their strength
of association is computed based on the frequency of
their co-occurrence within each stanza in the discourse.
In this study, we defined a stanza using a sliding window
(Siebert-Evenstone et al. 2017) of four lines to capture
the recent temporal context of the discourse. Thus, co-
occurrences of codes were calculated if they occurred
within four lines of a child’s turn of talk in an interview
or a discussion-based activity.

After defining the stanza, each child’s co-occurrences
within each design cycle were summed and each child’s
discourse was visualised as a weighted node-link net-
work representation. This single network represented
a summation of one child’s co-occurrences within a
cycle in the programme. In the weighted networks,
thicker links in the weighted network represent codes
that co-occur often, and thinner links represent codes
that co-occur less often.

To analyze several networks at one time, we used an
alternative ENA representation in which the centroid
(centre of mass) of each network was calculated and
plotted in a fixed two-dimensional space that was math-
ematically created by conducting a multi-dimensional

Table 4. Codebook: embodied roles and activity contexts.
Context Child roles Definition Example

AI Technologies Tester Children talking about using and testing AI digital
technologies (Scratch AI, programming AI robots, Teachable
Machine models) by describing their experiences using AI
digital technologies.

‘I just liked testing it [teachable machine model] and I got
other people to hold it [the object] from different angles
and see if it [the model] worked’.

Informant Children talking or sketching about improving AI digital
technologies (Scratch AI, programming AI robots, Teachable
Machine models).

‘And so, I realized that you needed to add different feelings
to each color. So, for each color, I inserted a different
texture… ’

Designer Children talking about, sketching about, or demonstrating
designing and/or building AI digital technologies
(Scratch AI, programming AI robots, Teachable Machine
models). Design includes continuous ideation, reflection
on work done to identify areas of needed
improvements, brainstorming, and crafting prototypes
of AI digital technologies.

‘I like took pictures of me doing backbends or the tree [yoga
pose], and then I took multiple pictures of them [the yoga
poses] I trained my machine to recognize those two things
[backbend and tree pose]’.

AI Learning
Activities

Tester Children talking about engaging in designed learning
activities (Google quick draw, coded bias video, playing
robots, interest boards) by describing their experiences in
various activities.

‘I really liked the robots. And I also really liked when we got
to do, like [pause], this kind of involves robots, but like
when we had to come up with our hypothetical robots’.

Informant Children talking or sketching about improving designed
learning activities (Google quick draw, coded bias video,
playing robots, interest boards)

‘The only thing I would probably change is if we had more
time to talk about it, so we could go in-depth on the
different algorithms in different apps’.

Designer Children talking about, sketching about, or demonstrating
designing or building learning activities (Google quick
draw, coded bias video, playing robots, interest boards).
Design includes continuous ideation, reflection on work
done to identify areas of needed improvements,
brainstorming, and crafting materials for learning
activities

‘If you want to stay in that station, you can. But sometimes it
gets overcrowded because some people have ones that
they really want, so I feel like that’s not good. They just
walk over to any station they want’.
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scaling routine and a sphere-normalization. The space is
interpreted by examining the location of the nodes in
the two-dimensional space and evaluating the goodness
of fit. In this analysis, both the Spearman and Pearson
goodness of fit measures were .97 and .98 for the x
and y axis, indicating the location placement of the
nodes was reliable. For more detailed mathematical
explanations of ENA, see work by (Arastoopour Irgens
and Eagan 2022c; Bowman et al. 2021; Shaffer, Collier,
and Ruis 2016).

4. Results

Our results highlight children’s various roles in the
Critical Machine Learning programme across two
cycles. First, we present two vignettes illustrating chil-
dren’s experiences and motivations as testers, infor-
mants, or designers of AI activities and technologies
in each cycle. Then, we compared the outcomes of
both cycles to clarify how these roles varied based on
programme activity design decisions and modifications.

4.1. Cycle one -Spring 2020: children as testers,
informants, and designers of AI learning
activities

During the first programme cycle we found that children
primarily acted as testers, informants, and designers of AI
learning activities. They embodied these roles by (a) pro-
viding feedback about their experience with the pro-
gramme activities, (b) drawing illustrations of imagined
learning spaces, and (c) verbally sharing ideas with
researchers during the reflective interviews.

4.1.1. Example: Talia’s stations
During Talia’s interview, a researcher asked her to make
suggestions for the improvement of the programme.
Talia described wanting flexible learning spaces with
various stations that allowed children to explore AI
technologies. The researcher provided Talia with
paper and pen and asked Talia to draw her vision.
Talia drew a learning space with five different stations
situating a ‘technology station’ at the centre of the learn-
ing environment (Figure 1).

Describing stations one and two she explained

So this station [pointing to station one] is the game table
with regular games and then board games. Station two is
basically a screen thing… You know what a green screen
is? [asking the researcher who responds in affirmative]
Yeah, something like that.

Further prompts by the researcher indicated that chil-
dren would create and edit videos at station two. Talia

described station four as the ‘the food table’ and station
3 as a space with ‘a carpet area where you sit down, or
basically a reading station with eBooks’ about ‘different
kinds of stuff. I like drama books and stuff’. In this
example, Talia provided suggestions for the design of
the learning space in which AI learning activities
could occur. Her suggestions as an informant and
designer was to improve the programme by redesigning
the physical learning environment to allow for flexibility
and creativity by suggesting a space for games, green
screen for video editing, an open space with a carpet
for reading, and a food station.

At the centre of her diagram Talia drew station five,
which was the largest station. When describing this
station she stated, ‘And then for station five, you got all
the chairs around it and then you have a computer and
phone station… So, in the middle, it’ll be electronic’. In
her design, she assigned technology activities a central
position by placing it at the centre of the learning
space and drawing it as the largest station, suggesting
that she recognised the central focus of interactive tech-
nology in the programme. She further described this
station as having a large table with computers sur-
rounded with chairs such that children could work at
this central spot to code and create apps.

In this example, Talia’s drawing establishes a connec-
tion between her role as an informant and designer of
AI learning activities through her representation and
placement of these stations. In her drawing, she assigns
a central position to station five, a station that she envi-
sages will allow children engage in technology activities
related to the making of AI applications. This central
placement suggests that Talia recognises the significance
of hands-on AI making activities and the central place-
ment allows for easy access to her ‘technology station’ by

Figure 1. Talia’s drawing of the learning space setup.
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children. Talia further adds to the design of the pro-
gramme as she assigns stations (stations 1, 3, and 4) as
additional learning stations. She envisaged that these
stations would allow children explore additional activi-
ties that would supplement AI creation, such as playing
robots, games, Google Quick Draw, and group discus-
sions. Through her illustration and description, Talia
embodied an informant as she makes improvements
to the current activities while also designing a new
activity space for AI and technology learning and
creation.

When the researcher prompted Talia for suggestions
for AI learning activities in the technology station, she
suggested designing an app. Talia referenced how she
was a tester of the AI learning activity in the pro-
gramme using Google Teachable Machine. Then, she
added, ‘I like coding personally, and I think that would
be good… Basically, to do stuff for apps and create
them and fix them. I like that’. When the researcher
prompted her for the specific kind of app she would
be interested in creating, she made reference to a per-
sonal challenge. She stated:

I struggle in science. I would probably make a science
app. I know a lot of people–my friends and close people
that I know–who struggle very bad in science because
it’s hard. But I would create an easier app to help you
understand a way of learning science.

In this excerpt, Talia suggested creating a science edu-
cation mobile application to help children like herself
who struggle with science in school. She mentioned a
collective struggle with the school subject of science.
Thus, she expressed a desire for developing technologies
that would be ‘easier’ for her and her friends to ‘under-
stand a way of learning science’. Talia did not expand on
what this ‘way’ of learning science could be, but her
language suggested a potentially innovative approach
for engaging in science knowledge and practices and
her values around helping her peers improve their aca-
demic performances. This excerpt was the only time
Talia discussed designing AI technologies themselves.

Referring to the Google Teachable Machine activity,
Talia suggested opportunities for designing a variety
of models. She explained

Instead of smiling and frowning, you should do happy
and attitude faces and stuff like that, and mad faces…
instead of doing just faces, I feel like you should do what
Noah did. When he did baby Yoda and stuff like that…
You should do creatures and more creativity for it. That
would be fun.

Here, Talia suggested that researchers provide more
guidance for building a variety of Google Teachable
Machine models beyond smiling faces and frowning

faces. She suggested a more complicated model of intro-
ducing different emotions which she referred to as ‘atti-
tude faces’. In addition, she suggested introducing
models that recognise objects that exist within children’s
lived experience, making reference to a popular media
figure, ‘baby Yoda’. Talia’s suggestions revealed her
interest in having more resources for creating diverse
Google Teachable Machine models that allow children
to incorporate their interests and creativity into creating
machine learning applications.

In Talia’s example, we can see a child embody and
connect among the roles of tester, informant, and
designer of AI learning activities. She used her sketched
diagram to inform and design the curriculum by
describing activities such as games, video creation/edit-
ing, and using Google Teachable Machine to design and
build a science education mobile application. Visualis-
ing her discourse, Talia’s network (Figure 2) shows
strong connections among testing, informing, and
designing AI learning activities, which supports the
analysis above. These connections were evident in her
suggestions for the design of the programme, as she pro-
posed a variety of activities that would allow children to
explore AI technologies in a variety of ways in a
designed learning environment.

4.2. Cycle two – Spring 2021: children as testers,
informants, and designers of AI technologies

In the second cycle, children were engaged in more
activities than the first cycle. We made modifications
to the five activities adopted in cycle one based on feed-
back from the children in cycle one and included four
more activities for the second iteration. In this iteration,
children engaged in Pizza Algorithm, Helpful and
Harmful Technology, Google Search, Google’s ‘Quick,
Draw!’, Cat and Dog Teachable Machine, Build Your
Own Teachable Machine, Coded Bias, Robot story,
Building a Superhero Robot.

Figure 2. Talia’s network.
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The results of Cycle Two -Spring 2021 suggest that
children primarily acted as informants, testers,
designers of AI technologies. Children embodied these
roles when they used Google Teachable Machine to
build, test, and refine their own machines. During
these events, researchers partnered with children and
facilitated the activities and reflective discussions.
After the activities were completed, researchers con-
ducted interviews with the children to reflect on their
machine learning application designs and the other
learning activities.

4.2.1. Example: Gina’s machine learning
application
During Gina’s reflective interview, one researcher asked
Gina to display her model and share how it worked.
Gina explained that she built a machine that could clas-
sify colours to be a prototype for teaching young chil-
dren about their colours (Figure 3). Gina explained
that she built her training dataset by searching for
photos on Google and then used those photos to train
her machine. She stated,

I took pictures off of Google, different colors, and then I
inserted them into the teachable machine area. And
then basically, what I did was I took those pictures
and I taught the machine by those pictures… So, I
took a picture of a black rock, and I put that to the
camera.

In this example, Gina embodied the role of a designer of
AI applications. In order to cultivate a training dataset
for classifying different colours, she selected pictures
of objects on Google and used the pictures as data to
train her model. When she described the process of
training the machine, she explained that she ‘taught
the machine by those pictures’, indicating a deliberate
design plan for building her classifier. When Gina was
asked by the researcher about the challenges she may
have encountered while making her teachable machine,
she talked about not realising that the material’s texture
could affect her algorithm. She pointed out that the tex-
ture can change how the colour appears and as a result,
the machine could misclassify the colour. She stated,

When I first started making my machine, I didn’t really
take into question that there might be different textures
and colors. So, at first, I just put in solid colors, but then
I realized when I put my [black] mask up to the camera
that there’s multiple different textures and stuff of
different color.

As Gina continued reflecting on her AI application, she
reviewed her criteria for choosing training data and
questioned how broad and diverse her selection criteria
were, taking into consideration how texture can affect

the colour of an object. She realised the effect of texture
on her model when she tested the model using her
black, textured face mask, which was of a different tex-
ture than black objects in her training dataset.

As a designer, Gina created a model and selected
training data based on her initial criteria. However,
when assuming the role of a tester, she uncovered
bias in her design, which led to unanticipated misclassi-
fying of colours. The results of her test prompted her to
question the diversity of her training data set. She
continued,

Gina: And so, I realized that you needed to add
different feelings to each color. So, for
each color, I inserted a different texture.
So, for black, I put a black rock. For
white, I put paint. For yellow, I put a
flower, and so on. So, you could see
there’s multiple different textures. So, if
you put like, my hand up to the camera,
you’d be able to notice that my hands not
fully flat, because I’m really wrinkly.

Researcher: [laughter] Yeah, we all are wrinkly [holds
her hand up]

Gina: Yeah, my hands are really wrinkly!
[holds her hand up]

Here, Gina interacts with the researcher in a playful
manner, further described how the lack of including
texture compelled her to improve her design. She pro-
vided another example of texture differences by lifting
up her hand and noting that her hand is ‘really wrinkly’,
as opposed to an object that would be ‘fully flat’. By
acknowledging the potential impact of texture on colour
classification, she broadened her selection criteria and
improved her training data set by including a diverse
range of textures. She provided examples of this diverse
range: ‘for black, I put a black rock. For white, I put
paint. For yellow, I put a flower, and so on… ’

Gina’s primary focus was on describing her machine
learning application and its functionality. However,
Gina did provide some suggestions for improving the
design of the educational programme and acted as an
informant of AI learning activities. For example,
when the researcher asked her,

Okay, if we were to come back in the summer…what
sort of things would you want to work on with us?
Would there be anything you’re interested in kind of
related to that or even just not related to that that you
want to know?

Gina excitedly responded in a fast pace,

Pollution and gardening. Okay, like we could like have a
garden that is focused on stopping pollution, like a
plant that specifically filters out… but it’s like a plant
that connects to like our atmosphere, and spreads
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around in that area. So, we can put like the plant–put a
pole in the middle that has like lights on it. So, at night-
time, like streetlights, but they’re not super bright…
We can make a 3D model.

Here, Gina suggested a project focused on fighting air
pollution by programming lights to support the growth
of plants in cities.

In Gina’s example, we can see a child embody and
connect among the roles of tester, informant, and
designer of AI technologies. Visualising her discourse,
Gina’s network (Figure 4) primarily shows strong con-
nections among testing, informing, and designing AI

technologies, which reinforces the analysis above. These
connections were evident in her descriptions of her
machine learning application that could recognise col-
ours but needed refinement and the addition of different
textures in her training dataset after she tested it.

4.3. Comparing the two cycles: from designers of
AI learning activities to designers of AI
technologies

The subtracted network (Figure 5) shows the math-
ematical difference between the mean weighted networks
from Cycle 1-Spring 2020 and Cycle 2-Spring 2021. Each
link in the subtracted network is created by subtracting
the numeric weights of the Cycle 2 Spring 2021 network
from the corresponding links in the Cycle 1 Spring 2020
mean network. If the link in the subtracted network is
blue, then the Cycle 1-Spring 2020 children made more
connections with those codes. Conversely, if the link in
the subtracted network is red, then the Cycle 2-Spring
2021 children make more connections with those
codes. Thicker links represent larger differences, and
thinner links represent smaller differences.

The subtracted network reveals children in Cycle 1-
Spring 2020 made stronger connections between the
roles around AI Learning Technologies than children
in Cycle 2-Spring 2021. This difference suggests that in
the first stages of co-designing a critical machine learning
programme, children provided reflective feedback to
adult researchers on the design of AI learning activities.
In contrast, children in Cycle 2-Spring 2021 made stron-
ger connections between testers, informants, and
designers of AI technologies than children in Cycle 1-

Figure 3. Gina’s machine learning model.

Figure 4. Gina’s network.

Figure 5. Mean subtracted network comparing Spring 2020 and
Spring 2021 connections.
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Spring 2020. This difference suggests that in the second
stages of co-designing a critical machine learning pro-
gramme, children took a more active design role in build-
ing and testing machine learning applications, but less of
a role in designing the learning activities.

This result highlights the evolving roles of children in
two different cycles of co-designing a critical machine
learning programme. In Cycle 1, children were actively
discussing and influencing how AI-related learning
activities should be structured and improved from
their worldviews. While in Cycle 2, children took on
an active role in building and testing machine learning
applications. However, they were less focused on pro-
viding feedback on designing the learning activities
themselves. This shift indicates the programme’s pro-
gression where, over time, the children became more
involved in hands-on design and testing of AI technol-
ogies and the changing level of involvement of the chil-
dren in different stages of the co-design process.

The centroid plot (Figure 6) displays the centres ofmass
(centroids) of the individual children’s discourse networks.
The blue square represents the mean location of the cen-
troids for Cycle 1-Spring 2020, and the red square rep-
resents the mean location of the centroids for Cycle 2-
Spring 2021. The dotted lines represent 99% confidence
intervals. The Euclidean space is created from a singular
value decomposition dimensional reduction and the first
two dimensions are shownhere, which collectively account
for about 67% of the variance in the data. According to the
node placement of the codes, we clearly interpreted the
positive x-axis as Informing, Testing, and Designing AI
Technologies and the negative x-axis as Informing, Testing,
and Designing AI Learning Activities. On the y-axis, chil-
dren who had network centroid that were more positive
on the y-axis made more connections to Designing AI

Learning Activities.However, the y-axis was more difficult
to clearly interpret because there was no significant differ-
ence between the two cycles.

Along the X axis, a two sample t test assuming
unequal variance showed Spring 2020 (mean =−0.68,
SD = 0.31, N = 7) was statistically significantly differ-
ent at the alpha = 0.05 level from Spring 2021 (mean
= 0.25, SD = 0.54, N = 19; t(18.80) = 5.42*, p = 0,
Cohen’s d = 1.89). Along the Y axis, a two sample t
test assuming unequal variance showed Spring 2020
(mean = 0.26, SD = 0.63, N = 7) was not statistically sig-
nificantly different at the alpha = 0.05 level from Spring
2021 (mean =−0.10, SD = 0.26,N = 19; t(6.76) = 1.47, p
= 0.19, Cohen’s d = 0.93).

5. Discussion

Findings in this study suggest that in two participatory
design-based research cycles (Spring 2020 and Spring
2021), children embodied different roles of tester, infor-
mant, or designer of both AI learning activities and AI
technologies, while at the same time learning computing
knowledge and practices. As this research is currently in
progress and involves the development of a Critical
Machine Learning programme targeted at upper
elementary-aged children, the entire programme,
including learning activities and AI technologies, is
regarded as being in the prototype phase. Therefore,
the children participating in our study were perceived
as potential testers, informants, or designers, based on
the extent of their contribution and engagement
throughout the project. While Druin (2002), defined
the roles of children from the perspective of designing
a new technology with and for children, we have
taken a broader approach in the sense that we examine
children’s involvement in the design of a Critical
Machine Learning programme, encompassing both
learning activities and technologies. In the initial
phase, we introduced a prototype programme with
which children in our study interacted, participating
in various ways: testing the activities and technologies,
providing feedback, or even engaging in some aspects
of designing the activities or technologies. Against this
background, we define the roles of testers, informants,
and designers in a manner that bears similarities to,
yet also slightly diverges from, Druin’s established
definitions (refer to Table 4 for details). In our study,
we define the role of a tester as when children interact
with pre-developed learning activities and AI technol-
ogies, such as Scratch AI, programming AI robots, or
Teachable Machine models, and subsequently share
their experiences. Their feedback is basic, focusing on
whether or not they enjoyed the experience.

Figure 6. The centroid plot showing the centres of mass (cen-
troids) of the individual children’s discourse networks.
Note: The green point shows Talia’s position on the centroid plot and the
orange represents Gina’s position.
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In the informant role, children engage more deeply
than merely using technology. They interact with
researchers through conversations or sketching activi-
ties to propose enhancements to the learning activities
or AI technologies they used. In this role, children are
primarily focused on offering insights or ideas that
could improve their learning or user experience, based
on their observations and interactions with the activities
or technologies.

While Druin’s definition of the designer’s role encom-
passes aspects of both testers and informants with an
emphasis on children’s involvement in the entire process
of collectively designing a specific technology (Druin
2002), our study recognises but slightly adapts this
definition. We specifically define designers as children
who engage in the creative process of designing and
building AI digital technologies and/or learning activi-
ties. This role includes discussing, sketching, or demon-
strating the design and building processes, as well as
testing the AI technologies or learning activities they cre-
ate. This involves a more hands on engagement, includ-
ing ideation, reflection, brainstorming, and developing
prototypes of AI technology and learning activities.

5.1. Visualising the PDR process and children’s
dynamic roles

In the first cycle (Spring, 2020), through a critical and situ-
ated constructivist lens (Kafai, Proctor, and Lui 2019),
researchers designed preliminary activities to engage chil-
dren in learning about AI and machine learning content.
We encouraged children to reify their thinking through
a situated and critical lens by creating ‘objects-to-think-
with’ such as building a Google Teachable Machine that
aligned with their own interests and identifying bias in
their training datasets. After the implementation, we ana-
lyzed the reflective interviews and observational field
notes using ENA (Shaffer 2017) to visualise each child’s
discourse network. We provided an example of one
child from each cycle to allow for a micro-analysis of dis-
course, unpacking the language that the child used. A
weighted network supported the micro-level analysis by
providing a holistic visualisation of Talia and Gina’s dis-
course and how they connected across the three roles
and the two contexts. Correspondingly, ENA provided a
macro-level analysis of all the child participants by creat-
ing a fixed mathematical space and plotting the centroids
of all the children’s discourse networks. The centroid
analysis paired with the statistically significant result
between the two cycles provides a form of validity and
suggests theoretical saturation of the data and claims
being made in this study about the shift of roles over
time (Arastoopour Irgens and Eagan 2022c; Shaffer 2017).

In our analysis, we discovered that children in Cycle
One – Spring 2020, mainly played the roles of tester,
informant, and designer of AI learning activities. In
cycle two, we improved the programme based on
researcher observations of children testing the activities,
direct feedback from the children, and reflective inter-
views in which children and researchers refined and
co-designed activities from Cycle One – Spring 2020.
Our findings revealed a shift from children as designers
of AI learning activities to children as designers of AI
technologies.

Like studies conducted by Druin (2002) and Yip and
Lee (2018), Yip, Lee, and Lee (2020), our research
reveals that the roles we’ve identified are dynamic rather
than static. The embodiment of these roles evolves over
time within the context of designing technologies and
learning activities. This indicates that as children engage
with the design process, their roles as testers, infor-
mants, or designers are not predetermined or rigid;
instead, they shift and develop in response to the evol-
ving nature of the project and the children’s growing
experience and engagement. In these prior studies,
researchers used single case studies and descriptive
qualitative research methods to analyze the data. Our
current study extends methodological work in the
Child-Computer Interaction field in two ways. First,
given that children embody dynamic and intersecting
roles in co-design, quantitative ethnography tools such
as ENA provide a way to visualise these intersecting
roles using the same, rich qualitative data from inter-
views, observations, and artifacts from prior studies.
While statistics are used to measure saturation and cre-
ate visualisations, the heart of quantitative ethnography
around the creation of a ‘thick description’ of what
people do and why they do it (Arastoopour Irgens and
Eagan 2022c). The links in a discourse network provide
a summary representation of the discourse of one or
more children to see how their roles connect and inter-
sect during design processes, which has not been done
before. Second, tools such as ENA also provide a way
to visualise dynamic roles in design and how these
roles shift over time. The subtracted network visualisa-
tion revealed how roles changed from 2020 to 2021 in
one summary representation, which again has not
been done in participatory design with children. These
methodological advances mirror claims in the field of
quantitative ethnography around how such network
visualisations can reveal stories about vulnerable popu-
lations that have not been told before using traditional
qualitative methods (Arastoopour Irgens 2019) and
how measuring connections in discourse can provide
alternative, meaningful interpretations of qualitative
data (Collier, Ruis, and Shaffer 2016).
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According to our quantitative ethnography analysis,
there are several design changes that facilitated the
shift of roles from designers of AI learning activities to
children as designers of AI technologies. First, we
refined the activities in Cycle Two – Spring 2021 to
include activities that progressed in complexity. For
example, children followed a structured cat–dog activity
to train a Google Teachable Machine and investigate
bias before creating their own machines. This change
provided a foundation for Gina and other children in
Cycle Two to be prepared to design their own machine
learning technologies. Second, we implemented Talia’s
ideas about the physical space and variety of stations.
We also included more food and snacks as she
suggested. This change provided space for children to
process the complexities around algorithm bias and
socialise with their peers and adult facilitators as they
designed. Third, based on our observations, we realised
children did not see the consequences of their machine
learning applications in the physical world. Although
children explored algorithm bias through the Google
Image Search activity and Coded Bias discussion, they
were missing the creation of an object to reify such
ideas. Thus, we introduced programmable robots that
responded to children’s classifiers in cycle two. In
turn, in cycle two, children focused more on informing,
testing, and designing the AI technologies themselves,
rather than the activities. This finding aligns with exist-
ing literature that children are not passive or homo-
geneous users, but active and diverse participants in
the design and evaluation of technology (Druin 2002).
Furthermore, children’s roles and perspectives can
change over time, depending on the nature and goals
of the project, the methods and tools used, and the
level of involvement and feedback children get. Recog-
nising the dynamic nature of children’s roles in Child-
Computer Interaction (CCI) Communities highlights
the importance of more inclusive design processes.
The implication is CCI researchers and practitioners
need to be flexible and adaptive in their approaches
and use methods that can capture the dynamic and evol-
ving nature of children’s roles and experiences (Jones
and Bubb 2021). Choosing appropriate techniques and
tools that match the children’s abilities, interests, and
preferences can capture and accommodate the shifting
nature of children’s roles in designing technology pro-
grammes. For example, using low-fidelity prototypes,
storyboards, sketches, or tangible objects can facilitate
children’s expression and communication of their
ideas as demonstrated in Yip et al. 2013. Also, providing
scaffolding and support through adult facilitators or
mentors can guide, encourage, and challenge children
to explore and experiment with technology or learning

activities (Clark 2010; Druin 2005; Frauenberger,
Good, and Keay-Bright 2011; Jones and Bubb 2021;
Theodoropoulos 2022).

We would like to continue this work as we continue
to refine the programme with different populations of
children and discover whether this trend towards a
focus on designing technologies continues or if we see
a pivot back to designing learning activities again.

5.2. Slow research: breaking the paradox and
taking our time

In Cycle One – Spring 2020, children’s focus on design-
ing AI learning activities was likely because there was a
misalignment between the researcher’s vision for the
programme and the children’s vision for the pro-
gramme. Although the researchers grounded the design
of the educational programme in learning theory and
empirical studies on AI education, children’s voices
were not included in the initial design of the programme
in the first cycle. And when children’s voices are not
included in curriculum design, their interests and
lived experiences are likely not reflected in the activities
and content (Bron and Veugelers 2014; Clauhs and Cre-
mata 2020; Walker 2015). However, we discovered that
this cycle of initial design and testing is necessary for
breaking the paradox of engaging children in co-design
of curricula when they have not yet learned the disci-
plinary content within the curricula (Bonsignore et al.
2013). When co-designing learning activities with chil-
dren, researchers must start with a best guess of what
will motivate their population to learn and engage
based on existing theory and empirical work. In this
study, we leveraged design-based research principles
of building learning theory through experimentation
(Barab et al. 2004) and participatory design research
principles of equitably partnering with participants
(Bang and Vossoughi 2016). We prioritised building
trust with our child participants (Cumbo 2019;
Cumbo and Selwyn 2022) to establish equitable and
multifaceted relations (Yip et al. 2017) and to improve
the quality of the design and research. By involving chil-
dren as our primary partners, we spent three years (1)
designing initial learning activities, (2) building
relationships with children and staff, (3) refining activi-
ties as we cultivated relationships and learned about the
children’s interests and lived experiences, (4) testing
activities and refined activities during implementations
based on observations in the field, (5) reflecting with
children after a full cycle of implementation, and (6)
refining activities based data collected in cycle one in
preparation for cycle two. Then, we repeated these six
steps for cycle two. These activities occurred over two
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different cycles of iteration with the children. This work
will continue and involves refining the programme
based on the analysis of cycle two data in preparation
for cycle three. We will continue to refine the activities,
work with different populations of children, and con-
tinue to build learning theory.

In cycle three of co-designing the programme, we have
begun to explore more active role-play as children engage
in curricula activities. Direct observation and feedback
from children in cycle two suggest that while children
wanted more technology-driven activities, they tended
to be more engaged when the activities were narrative-
driven. Thus, further design of the programme is pro-
posed to be a fully narrative-driven technology-based
activity immersed in role play (Adisa et al. 2023).

All in all, such cycles of PDR with children as co-
designers that foreground relationships, trust-building,
and reflexivity take a significant amount of time. But
in order to involve children in the design of their own
learning experiences in computing education and
break the paradox of informed participation, research-
ers must be prepared for year-long cycles of design
and to take their time conducting research. Thus, we
propose to slow down participatory design-based
research when co-designing learning experiences that
contains a core technology design component with
and for children. Similar to arguments made from
other scholars who work with children (Horton and
Kraftl 2005; Millei and Rautio 2017), our proposal for
slow research in PDR acknowledges that merging theory
building, improving problems of practice, and privile-
ging relational work will extend the research timeline.
For example, as noted above, researchers spent several
days with children and staff where there was no data col-
lection. Rather, the focus was to play together with tech-
nologies, play outside, work on homework, eat snacks,
and have conversations. Throughout the programme,
adults and children were playful and laughed together
often. For example, in Gina’s interview, she referred to
her hand as wrinkly when she was testing how her col-
our classifier machine could recognise colours on tex-
tured objects. Because of their rapport, the researcher
found this comment humorous, laughed, and she and
Gina raised their ‘wrinkly hands’. Thus, we believe
that prioritising relational work between adult research-
ers and children sets the foundation for effective, trust-
ing co-design work in the future.

6. Conclusion

In this project, we allow children to integrate their lived
experiences as they test, inform, and design both learning
activities and technologies. This study provides a visual

analysis of the types of roles children play over time in par-
ticipatory design of new technologies and activities for
learning. By collecting and responding to observational
notes and reflective interviews with children, we refined
the learning activities and sawa shift in roles fromdesigners
of learning activities to designers of technologies. Including
children in the design of their learning environments pro-
vides opportunities for more relevant, engaging, and equi-
table learning experiences that extend their skillsets
(Cumbo and Selwyn 2022). We encourage researchers to
engage in slow research to allow children to play significant
and shifting roles in the design of their learning environ-
ments. For future work, this research could be significantly
enhanced by a deeper exploration of the diversity among
childparticipants. Investigatingandunderstanding thevar-
ied backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives of these
children can provide richer, more nuanced insights into
the co-design process.
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